The Techno-Bale’s fully adjustable arm is designed to give the bale a spin before picking it up, so you can follow the path of the baler without time-consuming and damaging cross-tracking. You can adjust everything from the arm to the bale guides on the Techno-Bale to fit your preferred bale size, from 4x4 to 6x5, for safe and simple operation. The convenient hydraulics are designed to work with most tractors’ available hydraulics, moving from the loading cycle to the unloading cycle with the flip of a switch.

With three models to choose from the Techno-Bale helps you line up bales in rows ready for wrapping or storage. The 900 can handle 3-5 bales easily transporting them from the field. The 900 also features built in counterweight mounts for increased stability. The 960 model lets you pick up 8 or 9 bales wet or dry, then unload them two wide. For increased capacity the new 980 model is capable of carrying up to 10 or 11 bales.

The Techno-Bale’s exclusive low-profile design not only makes it easier to see the road behind the wagon, but also keeps the loading arm in full view of the operator throughout the loading cycle. This makes the Techno-Bale easy to use, productive and fast.

TechnoBale 900 carries four 4 ft. bales on the bed and one additional bale on the loader arm.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Remote Outlets Required: 2
- Horsepower Requirement: 35HP min
- Tires: 11Lx15
- Shipping Width: 7’10”
- Operating Width: 7’10”
- Weight: 3000 lb
- Bale Size: 4x4 to 5x5

TechnoBale 960 carries eight 4 ft. bales on the bed and one additional bale on the loader arm.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Remote Outlets Required: 2
- Horsepower Requirement: 60HP min
- Tires: 12.5x15
- Shipping Width: 9’8”
- Operating Width: 10’5”
- Weight: 4735 lb
- Bale Size: 4x4 to 5x5
TechnoBale 980 carries eight 5 ft. or ten 4 ft. bales on the bed while carrying one additional bale on the loader arm.

**Specifications**
- Remote Outlets Required: 2
- Horsepower Requirement: 120 HP min
- Tires: 32/15.50x16.5
- Width: 10’
- Overall Length: 27’
- Weight: 8100 lb
- Bale Size: 4x4 to 6x5

Hydraulic Cylinders raise the bed up to 45 degrees to gently unload bales.

You can adjust everything from the arm to the bale guides on the Tube-Line Techno-Bale.

Pickup arm gently spins bale into position.

Scissor style pusher reduces cycle time.